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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Preliminary remarks 

 

Adverbs in American Sign Language (ASL) have at least two forms: independent manual 

signs and non-manual facial expressions that occur concurrently with other signs (Neidle 

et al 2000). High adverbs (evidential, speaker attitude, etc.) occur as manual signs and in a 

fixed order. However, low adverbs (manner) can be non-manual in ASL (Bickford 2006). 

Because manner adverbs in ASL can occur at the same time as the verbs they modify, they 

can be used to investigate differences in syntactic structure that cannot be as easily tested 

in spoken languages. In spoken language we can only see a difference in structure based 

on a difference in linear order: whether the adverbs precede or follow the verbs. But in sign 

language we have a third option: concurrent with the verb, as seen in (1), where the adverb 

‘a little’ is articulated with a facial gesture at the same time as the verb. There is no manual 

sign for the adverb. 

(1) 

  po  

 HE COMMUNICATE 

 ‘He communicates a little.’ 

 

Knowing the relative timing of the non-manual adverb and the manual verb can help 

determine the underlying syntactic structure. This phonetic study investigates the timing of 

these adverbs with respect to the verbs to determine whether a claim of simultaneity is 

tenable.  

The articulation of both the non-manual adverbs and the manual verbs is examined to 

determine an appropriate measure for marking the timing of each. The timing of the verbs 

and adverbs was compared to determine how, if at all, simultaneous they are. This is 

comparable to investigating the timing between two articulators in spoken language such 

as the lips and the tongue in the sound [u]. A new method using color extraction to 

automatically track the movement and shape of articulators was developed to measure the 

timing relationship between non-manual adverbs and manual verbs.  
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In articulatory phonology (Browman and Goldstein 1992), the timing between elements is 

one of the most important components of phonological representation. In order to fully 

understand the phonology of a language, it is important to have precise data of the timing 

relationships between the different articulators. The current study looks at the timing of 

facial morphemes with respect to the manual gestures with an automatic process rather than 

manual annotation to find this precise data. 

A deep phonetic study of sign language is needed for the understanding of the relationship 

between physical and cognitive aspects of language. While there are many similarities 

between spoken and signed languages, the differences between visio-spatial and auditory 

modalities make it crucial to have an understanding of the phonetics of sign languages 

separate from spoken language. The visio-spatial modality of sign language changes the 

parameters that must be defined. There is a set of discrete organized features that compose 

signs. These features are combined in various ways to produce the different signs, just as 

different vocal tract gestures combine to produce the various sounds and words of spoken 

language (Sandler and Lillo-Martin 2005). However, because the gestures of sign language 

are produced in the visual modality, a deep phonetic study of these features is needed in 

order to use the tools developed for the analysis of spoken language in this other modality. 

 

1.2 The syntactic structure of adverbs in ASL 

 

Because sign language has this visual modality, it can provide different evidence for the 

relationship between the physical and cognitive aspects of language. There are differences 

in both perception and articulation for spoken language. Sign language does not make use 

of the auditory signal, so everything is perceived visually. The articulation of sign language 

therefore also makes use of movement that can be perceived visually. Signers use their 

arms and torso in a much more linguisticized manner than spoken language speakers do. 

Signers also use linguisticized facial expressions (Chambers 1998) as well as other non-

manual signals like head tilt and eye gaze.  While there has been some work done on the 

articulation of manual gestures, less has been done on non-manual morphemes and facial 

expressions. The current study develops one method that can be used for the phonetic 

analysis of sign language, and in particular, can be used to analyze non-manual elements 

articulated with the lips. 

If it can be shown that non-manual adverbs have a precedence relationship with the verbs 

(i.e. that they are not simultaneous), then an antisymmetric syntactic structure with 

functional projections for adverbs could be used.  

 

(2) ‘evidently probably survived’ 
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In (2) each adverb is in the specifier of its own functional projection, and these functional 

projects come it a strict hierarchical order.  This structure would be the case if the adverbs 

were overlapping the verbs, but were not completely simultaneous. This would parallel 

non-manual negation in ASL, where the non-manual starts during the NegP (which may 

have a manual sign) and continues through the scope of negation.  

This paper argues that the non-manual adverbs and manual verbs they modify have a 

simultaneous timing relationship. If these things are simultaneous, then a symmetric 

syntactic structure is appropriate. The simultaneous timing of adverbs in ASL provides 

evidence in support of an adjunction structure as in Hornstein (2009) where the adverb has 

been concatenated to the structure, but not merged (labeled). This creates a multidominance 

structure, seen in (3).  

 

(3) “He communicates a little” 

 
The sign language data provides evidence that there is indeed a need for a different 

structure, as the non-manual adverbs behave differently with respect to linearization 

compared to other structures with an antisymmetrical structure. 

 

2. Methods 

 

2.1 The use of corpus video 

 

For this study, I used videos of five native ASL signers. The videos were chosen from the 

public videos of DeafVideoTV, a website for speakers of ASL to upload messages to the 

ASL-speaking community. The videos selected all had a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels. 

The signers were standing and a straight-facing, eye-level camera angle was used. I 

analyzed approximately 1100 individual frames of 13 tokens using the methods described 

in this section. 

 By studying videos of native signers communicating with native signers, problems 

with unnatural signing directed at English speakers are avoided. While a certain amount of 

“mouthings” are always present on some signs in ASL, when speaking to non-native 

signers, speakers tend to mouth the English words that correspond to the manual signs 

(Bickford 2006). These mouthings, while they can help English speakers understand ASL, 

can also change the articulation or even occurrence of the non-manual adverbs. Relatedly, 

eliciting these non-manual adverbs proves difficult as signers try to find an exact manual 

sign for English lexical items. Explicit instruction on using non-manuals would endanger 

the naturalness of the speech. The non-manual adverbs are more plentiful in ASL-speaker 

directed signing than in English-speaker directed signing, and the signing is as natural as 
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possible. Using videos intended for other ASL speakers allows for more natural speech 

with more opportunity to use the non-manual signs.  

. 

 

2.2 Design of study 

 

For this study, the relevant parts of the signing are the timing of the verb and the timing of 

the non-manual adverb. The timing of the verb is determined by the change in direction of 

manual movement from the preceding and following manual signs. The timing of the non-

manual adverbs is determined by the particular articulatory features of that adverb. The 

current study looks at two adverbs that make use of some degree of lip rounding: th 

‘carelessly’ and po ‘a little’. 

 

2.3 Color extraction and tracking 

 

The different articulators tracked were the arms, the hands, the fingers, the head, and the 

mouth. The movements of the various articulators were tracked using color extraction in 

MATLAB (version 2013b). The background and clothing colors were discarded, and the 

articulators were highlighted by extracting at minimum three shades from each articulator. 

Because color extraction finds all pixels of that color in a frame, the process is prone to 

including similar-colored elements like other areas of exposed skin.  

 

(4) Automatically-extracted pixels of relevant colors 

 
 

The colors extracted from the various shades of each articulator were compiled into one 

matrix for that articulator for a single frame of video. The color-extracted pixels for all 

articulators are then saved in a MATLAB matrix for that frame of the video. The extracted 

pixels of one frame are displayed in (4), where the axes are the pixels (1920x1080). 

Each articulator can be analyzed separately for the timing of the various movements. Noise 

from neighboring articulators is discarded manually by excluding pixels outside a certain 

range. This is done by both cropping out outlying pixels and by restricting analyses, like 

the ellipse fitting below, to a smaller range for several frames.  
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Other problems with color extraction as a method of tracking movement arise because the 

colors can vary slightly depending on the lighting and shadows created during movement. 

For example, if the hand moves between the light source and the face, a shadow on the face 

darkens the colors. This requires the colors to be less restrictive in their matching in order 

to pick up the darker shades. However, less restriction means more noise from other 

similar-colored pixels. Alternately, a more restrictive color range could be extracted, but 

for the shadowed frames the ranges would be different. Both strategies were used 

depending on the difference in color shades and the number of disrupted frames. In general, 

I attempted to have a single range of colors extracted for each video clip in order to avoid 

ad hoc manual manipulation of the data. 

 

2.4  Fitting ellipses to track lip rounding 

The timing of the lip rounding was determined by looking at the change in ellipse shape 

over an entire video. An ellipse was fit to the data points from the color extraction. When 

the lips are spread, the data points have a large x range and a short y range, as in (5a). When 

the lips are rounded, the data points have a shorter x range, seen in (5b). There is perhaps 

also a larger y range if the mouth is open during rounding. The ellipse is fit to the data 

points and has a smaller ratio of major axis to minor axis when the lips are rounded.  

 

(5) a. spread lips     b. rounded lips 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ellipse follows the lips in both position and orientation of the head. So, if the head is 

tilted during rounding, the ellipse axes will also tilt. In figure (9) above, different shades 
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of the lips are extracted with the plotted points. An ellipse is fit to the mouth data points 

for each frame of the video and the ratio of major axis to minor axis is saved. The change 

in ellipse shape over time is thus tracked over the course of the video.  

 

2.5 Manual sign timing 

The beginning and end of the verb are determined by the changes in direction of the arm 

movements as the initial and final holds (Sandler and Lillo-Martin 2006) of the verbs are 

reached. Holds are the starting and ending locations of the verb movement. The hands 

move from wherever they are from the previous sign to the first hold of the verb. The 

direction of movement changes once the hands are in the starting position for the verb. 

These changes in movement direction are the articulatory markers of the beginning and 

end of the verb. The verb’s manual sign timing is matched to the lip rounding timing 

determined by the ellipse analysis. The timing of the manual gestures can then be 

determined by finding the change in movement direction by comparing the location of the 

color extracted pixels from frame to frame.  

 The manual sign movements were tracked with the same color extraction technique 

as the lips. Because the hands are generally in front of clothing or background, it is usually 

easier to track them with less noise. First, the three colors were extracted for the arms and 

hand together. Because the hand is the most distal part of the arm, it generally has the 

greatest change in location during the movement. This greater change makes it easier to 

measure when direction change occurs. The instant of direction change was narrowed down 

to 4 frames by manual examination, and the location narrowed down to only the pixels 

around the hand. The matrices from the color extraction for each frame were compared and 

the frame with the maximum (or minimum depending on direction of movement) section 

of color-extracted pixels was determined. This maximum/minimum determines the point 

at which the direction of movement changes. When the colors for the hand were extracted, 

the pixels that matched the extracted colors were put into a single 1920x1080 (the number 

of pixels) matrix. The maximum (or minimum) x-axis or y-axis value that is non-empty 

over the frames examined gives us the frame where the direction changes. For example, if 

the verb movement is to the right from the viewer’s perspective, the frame with the 

maximum x-axis pixels will be the frame where the direction changes to move to the next 

sign. If the movement is leftwards, then the frame with the minimum x-axis pixels will be 

the frame of direction change. These maxima/minima also mark the holds of the signs: 

those phonological points at which the sign is said to begin or end (Sandler and Lillo-

Martin 2006).  

 

2.6 Determining the timing of verb compared to adverb 

 The start and end points of the manual sign verbs were determined for each video. 

The duration of movement is then trivial to calculate. However, for the lip rounding of the 

non-manual adverbs, the exact start and end points are harder to determine. It is possible 

to look at change in direction of articulation of the lips as well. The start point of when the 

lips leave the spread or neutral shape of their previous position can be determined by 

looking at the change in ellipse shape graph. When does the ellipse start to become more 

rounded? That point can be considered the start of lip rounding. However, we can also 

imagine a scenario in which the lips are spread wide and thin and the lips start to change 
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shape at a certain point, but no speaker of ASL would recognize the lips as rounded until 

the ellipse has reached a certain ratio of major to minor axis.  

 A similar problem to rounding start time is found with end time. The point at which 

the direction of rounding changes (from more rounded to less rounded) is actually the 

minimum point on the ellipse graph. That is, the change in direction is found at what should 

more properly be thought of as the center, not the endpoint, of rounding. This is consistent 

with spoken language analyses of articulation. 

It should be noted that, for the data analyzed in this paper, there is generally a distinct 

period of the ellipse graph where the ratio of major to minor axis is below 3.5. Because the 

data set is so small, it is difficult to determine whether this is a significant trend or not. 

However, perhaps further work will produce data that demonstrate a cutoff point for 

rounding and the start and endpoints can be pinpointed.  

 For determining the timing of the manual verbs to non-manual adverbs, a standard 

point needs to be compared. The start and end point of the verb can be determined, but the 

start and end of rounding is more challenging, as discussed above. The center of rounding 

can be determined by the minimum on the ellipse graph, however. The center of verb 

movement can be found by calculating the temporal mid-point between the start and end 

times. It would perhaps be useful to find the extrema of velocity for the verb movement to 

examine whether there is some underlying feature that gives a midpoint. However, for the 

purposes of this experiment in comparing the timing of manual verb movement to non-

manual adverb articulation, comparing the calculated midpoint of verb movement and the 

minimum of the ellipse graph is sufficient.  

 Once the midpoints are determined for both the manual verbs and non-manual 

adverbs, the time difference is calculated by comparing the frames of the video in which 

the midpoints occur. The frames are approximately 30ms each. 

 

3. Results 

 

For each token, the endpoints and midpoints of the verb movement were marked on the 

graph of ellipse shape. (6) shows a final splined graph of the lip-tracking ellipse annotated 

with relevant events from the manual gestures. 
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(6) Annotated graph of lip rounding and verb movement 

 

Here the y-axis is ellipse shape and the x-axis is the index of the spline function, which 

adds extra points between the data points of the frames in order to make a smooth curve. 

The original frame indices are calculated by dividing the new index by 6.25 for this 

example. In this example, the original color extraction program did not produce good data 

for several frames in the last 10 frames of the video. The bad data was excluded from the 

ellipse ratio curve calculation because it included too few color-extracted points. The spline 

function interpreted this section of no data as a steep drop in ellipse ratio. This steep drop 

in “ellipse ratio” is disregarded when finding the minimum ellipse ratio. Besides being a 

section of the graph with no true data to support it, a negative ratio cannot occur. There is 

also some noise in an earlier part of the graph (100<x<225). This is due to a shadow over 

the face during those frames that changes the pixels that are extracted. This is a problem 

for the phonetic analysis of those particular frames, but in this example, the trend in ellipse 

shape can still be seen. 

 Circled in green are the changes in lip direction shape that are most closely 

associated with the endpoints of the verb movement. The paucity of data collected does not 

allow a claim to be made about the lag between change in lip shape direction and the 

endpoints of the verb, but there is an impression that the changes in lip shape start before 

the verb movement and end after the end of verb movement. 

 The red lines mark the endpoints and midpoint of the manual verb movement. Here 

the midpoint of verb movement is at frame 52. The minimum of ellipse shape (the midpoint 

of lip rounding) is indicated at frame 54. There is a difference of 2 frames, 60ms. 
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For each of the tokens, the calculated midpoints of the verb movement are within 3 frames 

of the midpoints of lip rounding (the minimum of the ellipse ratio plot). This indicates that 

the midpoints are both within a 90ms window. The difference is calculated by subtracting 

the non-manual midpoint from the manual verb midpoint. The average difference was -

0.15. A sign test indicates that there is not significance in the direction of lags (p>.1).  

 

4. Discussion 

 

4.1 The adverbs are simultaneous with the verbs 

The data generally support the hypothesis that the manual verb and non-manual adverb 

have a simultaneous articulation. The midpoints of the adverb and verb are aligned to 

within 90ms. This indicates that some simultaneity is indeed present. The lips do start 

changing shape before the verb reaches its initial position, as indicated by the change in 

ellipse shape before the change in manual movement direction. This perhaps indicates that 

it is not the initial point of change of lip shape that matters if these elements are to be 

considered simultaneous. There is also evidence that there is a point at which the rounding 

is recognized as rounding phonologically. Each of the changes in ellipse shape had a period 

where the ratio of major to minor axis was less than 3.5. This period approximately 

matched the start and end points of the verb. More work is needed to confirm what this 

small set of data indicates, but there is some evidence of a phonological rounding threshold. 

So, it is the rounding threshold that matches the initial verb position, and the rounding is 

held below a certain ellipse axis ratio throughout the verb’s movement. 

 

4.2 Syntactic implications of a simultaneous adverb 

 

If adjunction structures do not have the antisymmetric properties that put elements into a 

linear order within the syntax, then linearization of these elements must happen with a 

different linearization mechanism. Different linearization patterns with adjunction 

structures would be expected, and different patterns do indeed happen with manner 

adverbs. Spoken language manner adverbs (which are modeled with adjunction) show 

more flexibility in order. And in sign language, a different pattern altogether can be seen: 

no linear order between the two elements at all. This points to a hypothesis that linearization 

of adjuncts does not happen based on syntactic structure, but on PF requirements (i.e. you 

can’t pronounce two spoken language words at the same time). For non-manual adverbs in 

ASL there is no PF requirement that they have a linear order, so they are articulated 

simultaneously.  

 

5. Conclusions and future directions 

 

There are other non-manual morphemes that presumably have different syntactic structures 

as well as articulations and timing relationships.  There are non-manual morphemes that 

mark negation, agreement, and focus (Neidle et al 2000). These are all features that have 

their own phrases within the syntactic structure. They can all be marked with different 

strategies as well. Negation and Agreement can be marked with manual gestures. In the 

case of negation there is a separate manual sign NOT that occurs in NegP. However, non-

manual marking for each of these can co-occur with the manual gestures. The timing of 
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these elements needs to be determined more precisely. Negation is said to “spread” over 

the scope of negation (Neidle et al 2000), but what is the exact nature of the timing? Does 

the non-manual marking begin before the element it negates, since there is a NegP in the 

syntactic structure? Are subject and object agreement aligned with the verb, or are they 

aligned with their separate phrases? A precise phonetic analysis looking at both the 

articulation of these non-manual elements and their timing with respect to each other and 

the manual signs is needed.  

The color extraction method developed in this study could be modified for use with the 

various non-manual gestures found in sign languages. For morphemes where lip shape is 

important, the ellipse-fitting method could be applied. For other gestures, looking at change 

in direction of movement could be useful. The color extraction method is versatile since it 

is able to follow a single articulator automatically based on whatever specific shades are 

used in that particular video. The method could be improved by using video with a higher 

frame rate to obtain more precise temporal measurements. The method could also be used 

to look at concurrent phenomena besides facial morphemes in sign language, like changes 

in referent based on the spacial position of the torso. 

This study developed a method for measuring the timing relationship between non-manual 

adverbs and manual verbs in ASL. The results indicate a simultaneous relationship, which 

supports a symmetrical syntactic relationship of adverb and verb. However, more data 

needs to be analyzed before this result proves significant. More tokens of non-manual 

adverbs need to be collected and measured. Also needed is application of the color 

extraction and tracking method to other non-manuals, particularly ones like non-manual 

negation that are not hypothesized to be simultaneous like the non-manner adverbs. A 

comparison between a non-simultaneous and a simultaneous non-manual would allow the 

claim that adverbs are in fact simultaneous to be made. 

 

Jessica Harmon 

jlharmon@usc.edu 
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